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Firelands enrollment increases
by Michael Ksenyak
THE BG NEWS

The University's Firelands
campus has experienced doubledigit growth in its sophomore
and transfer student population.
The sophomore class grew 22.8
percent and transfers increased
16.3 percent.
Firelands had its highest
enrollment this fall in more than
30 years. Firelands' fall enrollmerU is 1537 students, a 4.5 per-

cent increase from the fall
of 2000.
"This increase was due to a
variety of cases," said Lesley
Ruszkowski, assistant director of
college relations at Firelands. "All
of the departments have been
working hard to improve customer service, tuition did not
increase and we have added an
additional
four
bachelor's
degrees and another master's
degree."

The four new bachelor's
degrees are in visual communications technology, early childhood education, criminal justice
and manufacturing technology.
In addition to the new degrees,
Firelands has four other bachelor's degrees in liberal studies,
applied health science, science
and nursing and arts in general
studies of business.
A new master of education in
curriculum and teaching is now

offered. There is only one other
master's degree — science in
nursing. For this degree, the
course work is offered at
Firelands, but the degree will be
granted by the Medical College of
Ohio.
"Classes are pretty full. We are
trying to see what fills quickly so
we can balance it out in a proactive way by making more sections," said lames M. Smith, Dean
at Firelands. "Good programs,

good faculty and good marketing
lead to an increase in enrollment."
To answer to the increase in
enrollment, and to be able to
ensure future growth at Firelands,
new infrastructure is also being
added.
"We hope to see additional
increases for future semesters: we
are currently constnicting a new
building, the (ixlar Point Center.
This is planned to be finished in

March 2003,'' Ruszkowski said.
"For the next semester we are
constantly working to provide
excellent student service, and
increasing marketing efforts."
Growth at Firelands could also
have a positive effect on the main
campus.
There definitely should be a
trickle-down effect towards the
main campus, which will
increase the transfer rate,"
Smith said.

Local parish
wins award
by Chuck Soder
THE BG N(*S

Venture Crew, a local student
ministry
group,
recently
received an award marking it as
one of the top seven college
ministries nationwide. The
group's adviser attributed the
win to one quality: uniqueness.
* The group is one of few
Venture Crews across the country to mix spirituality with
adventure activities, which
probably led the National
Catholic Campus Ministries
Mm union to give it the 2001
Bishop's Award, said leffrey
Pcllegrino. its adviser.
"It's sort of a niche that other
churches don't use," Pcllegrino
said.
Pellegrino brought die idea of
starting a Venture (jew at the
University in October of 2000,
after moving to Bowling Green
and Incoming a campus minister at St. Thomas More
University Parish. The group
spent much of last year planning and training for 10 days of

canoeing, hiking and other
activities in the spring.
Such outdoor activities can
help students connect with
nature and allow them to better
explore their lives and their
faith, Pcllegrino said.
"When they're out on top of a
mountain, they think, 'Oh my
gosh, I'm a small person in the
grand scheme of things,'" he
said, "People start asking the big
questions and making connections."
Christy llumbel, the group's
lornu'i president said nature
helps her explore her faith.
"When you're right there with
nature and the group, it really
helps me connect."
I (umbel, a junior, agreed that
the rare combination of religion
and adventure set the group
apart. "I think (we won the
award) because 1 can't think of
anyone else who has tried to
combine a youth ministry and a
Michael lehmkut* BG Ne*s
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LAST TIME AROUND: Falcon football players salute the crowd after their 42-43 victory over Temple Sept. 22. The team is going up
against Kent for the Homecoming game on Saturday. Oct. 5.

Falcons focus on Kent
by Nick Hurm
IHE BG NEKS

Photo Provided

'ROCK STARS': Everclear are set to rock Anderson Arena this
Saturday night. Red Wanting Blue has been tapped to open.
Tickets are still available for the show.

In recent years, Kent State hasn't been known for its strong
football program. The Golden
flashes haven't had a winning
season since 1987 and have only
won three games in as many
seasons.
Previous records are no concern for Bowling Green's Urban
Meyer. The Falcon head coach is
concerned about his team's
Homecoming match with the
(kilden Flashes Saturday.
"When I got here 1 heard Kent
this... Kent that," Meyer said. "I
know wins and losses haven't
been good for them, but I know
that program is headed in the

right direction. Dean Pees is
doing a great job because tiiat is
a good team that we're getting
ready to play diis week."
Kent Slate is 1 -3 on the season,
with its lone win coming in a 3817 handling of Bucknell. It
opened the season with a 51-0
smashing at the hands of Iowa,
but played West Virginia in a
hard-fought 34-14 defeat.
One of Meyer's main concerns
with Kent State comes in a 6foot-1-inch, 185-pound package. Meyer said loshua Cribbs,
the Golden Rashes' true freshman quarterback, is a player to
watch out for.
"This kid is dynamic," Meyer
said. "He had 87 yards running

against West Virginia. Nowadays
athletic quarterbacks are the
way to go. I le scrambles. All of a
sudden it's Uiird down and six...
he goes back to pass, everybody's covering (then) it's first
down and 10 because he scrambled for a first down."
BG is coming off its first loss of
the season, a heart-breaker, 3731 to Marshall. The main question concerning the Falcons is:
Can they regroup?
"Marshall was one of those
games that makes you physically
sick you couldn't win," BG running back John Gibson said.
"There was still shell-shock on

TOMORROW:
KENT at BG
RADIO: 88.1 FMWBGU
ANNOUNCERS: ANDY BARCH.
ERIK BELL. JOEL TOBIAS
KICKOFF: 2 P.M.
ZIGGYZOOMBA'S
COUNTDOWN TO
KICKOFF SHOW
STARTS AT 1P.M.
0N-THE-LINE LIVE
FROM ZIGGY ZOOMBA'S
FOLLOWING THE
GAME UNTIL 7 P.M.

FOOTBALL, PAGE 5

Everclear tickets
remain unsold Greyhound halts service for 7 hours
IHE BG NEWS

Approximately half of the
tickets available for Saturday's
Everclear concert remain
unsold.
According to Nick Gurich,
University Activity Organization
program director, there were
2,000 of 4,000 tickets sold as of
Wednesday.
Tickets have been on sale
since Sept. 13 at the Olscamp
Information desk, Finder's
Records in Bowling Green and
Findlay, and Boogie Records in
Toledo.
"We have been re-evaluating
our publicity," Gurich said. "We
have decided to run more

advertisements on 92.5 Kiss FM
on the day of the show."
UAO purchased more than 70
60-second advertisement spots
on 92.5, including Saturday's
additional advertisements.
An advertisement has also
been placed in the SentinelTribune and Kent State's student newspaper, who the football team will play Saturday.
"We have enough people to
make a good show," Gurichsaid. "Whenever we do a show,
we hope to sell out."
If the seats do not sell, UAO
EVERCLEAR,PAGE 5

by Bill Poovey
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

MANCHESTER, Tenn. — The
Greyhound driver whose neck
was slashed by a passenger just
before the bus crashed was
hailed as a hero for crawling
from the wreckage to search for
help. But his brother said he "felt
like he did what anybody else
would do."
Six of the 40 passengers,
including the attacker, died
when the bus crashed early
Wednesday after Garfield Sands
was cut.
"From the side of my eye I
seen a hand move toward me

•

real quick and cut my throat,"
Sands told WSMV-TV on
Thursday from his bed in the
intensive care unit at the
Medical Center of Manchester.
Bandages could be seen on
Sands' throat.
Sands' brother, Eddie, visited
him Thursday morning and
said, "He just felt like he did what
anybody else would da We're
just trying to get him back
healed. And he is feeling pretty
good."
Dr. Ralph Bard said Sands told
him that he managed to crawl
BUS DRIVER, PAGE 3

The Associated Press

BUS CRASH: A Greyhound bus lies on its side after crashing on
Interstate 24 near Manchester, Tenn.
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HOMECOMING
EVENTS

Rye! Rye! Sis Boom Buy!
Welcome Alumni!

FRIDAY, OCT. 5

Panera Bread in BG-now that's something to
cheer about! Enjoy a steaming cup of soup in
a sourdough bowl, a Signature Sandwich piled
high and served on bread baked daily in our
cafe, crisp salads fresh from the garden,
luscious pastries, a cup of espresso and more
in our bakeryofe in downtown BG.

Banner Contest @ Anderson
Arena for Judging 10 a.m.
Women's Soccer vs. Akron &
Cochrane Field 1:30 p.m.
Swimming/Diving vs. Jean
Campbell (Brown vs. Orange).
@ Cooper Pool 3 p.m.

If you're heading to the stadium to cheer on
the Falcons, visit Panera on the west side of
the stadium for coffee, pastries, sandwiches
and our famous cinnamon crunch bagels.

Pep Rally & Royalty Crowning
Cost $1. Anderson Arena 7 p.m.

What's better at a tailgate party than Panera
Bread? Call us for your Homecoming catering
needs You'll love the taste!

Swimming/Diving vs. Alumni
Meet a Cooper Pool 9 a.m.
Homecoming Football Road Trip
with the Cincinnati Alumni
Chapter 11:30 a.m.
Meet at the Alumni Tent at 11:30
a.m. and enjoy food and beverages before the 2 p.m. kickofl.
Reserved seat game tickets are
*.12/person ($2 per ticket will
benefit the Cincinnati Alumni
Chapter Scholarship). Questions?
Contact Paul Pawlaczyk, assistant director of alumni affairs, at
419-372-2701.
College of Technology Tent located on the east side of Perry stadium 11:30 a.m.

The last Night of Ballyhoo @ Eva
Marie Saint theatre.8 p.m.

Football vs. Kent State
Homecoming @ Perry Stadium 2
p.m.

SATURDAY, OCT. 6

UAO Presents EVERCLEAR live @

Anderson Arena 7 p.m.
Tickets available at Olscamp
Information Desk, Finders
Records and Tapes in Bowling
Green and Findlay or Boogie
Records in Toledo. Also, order by
phone at (419) 372-2184. Tickets
only $15 for students and $18 for
general public Q Anderson Arena
The Last Night of Ballyhoo & Eva
Marie Saint Theatre 8 p.m.
Zeta Phi Beta Homecoming Party
Contact: Martia Brawner at 3521824. EpplerGym(122) 9 p.m.
-2 a.m.

SUNDAY, OCT. 7
Collegiate Chorale Bonfire Field
@ North of Perry Field House
Student (122) 10 p.m.
The Last Night of Ballyhoo ® Eva
Marie Saint Theatre 2 p.m.

Go Falcons!

BGNEWS

At 145 S. Main St. in Downtown Bowling Green.

BRIEFING
Annual Homecoming
parade put to rest

Hours: Mori-Sat: 6:30am-9:00pm
Sun: 7:0Oam-8:O0pm
Dine-in, carryout and catering available!

The traditional parade that is
usually
associated
with
Homecoming will not come to life
this year. Many factors have gone
into this decision, but two carried
the greatest impact on finalizing
the decision.
Joe Fawcett, chairman of
Homecoming committee, said
each year has seen a dramatic
decline in parade attendance and
a decline in the student activities
and game attendance for
Homecoming, as well.
Fawcett and the rest of committee have therefore decided to cancel the parade in order to concentrate on boosting student participation through a week full of
Homecomine activities and

Whatever Your Style
■c
i~

Membership ^

SS £

Has an

Apartment for You

Close to Campus • Largest Bedrooms • X-Tra Storage • Sound Conditioned
Furnished/Unfurnished • Gas Heat • Central Air • Ample off street parking
See us also for 1 bdrms, efficiencies and 2-3-&5 bdrm Houses

Preferred Properties

530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

Michael MvnkuNt BG Nnn
SPIRIT DOORS: The front door of Rodger's Quadrangle pictures
Freddy the Falcon and the Homecoming Queen staring out of a bus.

Monday-Friday 8-12 1-4:30
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you fr^UH Uw*A
you pl*iy \M%*A

you push \¥

N| RTH 111 E STERN
WILDCATS

WE WANT
you ON
OUR TEAM!

RD TRIP TO CHICRGO

UPS IS
NOW HIRING
PART-TIME
PACKAGE HANDLERS

Bus leaues Nou. 16 @ 3pm &
returns Sat. euening
•Rll

msportation uia chartered busl
ouernight stay at the
m Hotel (4 star)

k

DAY SHIFT
Approximate Shift Time 11AM - 3PM

*#h

MIDNIGHT SHIFT
Approximate Shift Time 10:30PM - 3:30AM

to Saturday's game

u

•$8.50-$9.50/Hour
•Excellent Benefits
•Paid Vacations

jt Northwestern

PLUS Students can get up to $23,000*
in College Education Assistance

time Friday night in Chicago!
The UPS

Rll for only
$6B°°/person!
Space is irery it

QUESTIONS??? CRLL THE OFFICE OF
CHMPUS INUOLUEMENT @ 2-2343.

•Weekly Paychecks
•Weekends & Holidays Off
•On-Site Classes

EARN&
LEARN

Program

FOR IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
IN MAUMEE, CALL:
419-891-6820

OR SEE OUR RECUITERS ON CAMPUS:
Tuesday. October 2nd - Bowling Green Career Expo
Wednesday, October 3rd horn 10AM-2PM
Monday. October 8th Irom Noon-3PM
Wednesday, October 10* Irom 11AM-3PM
Tuesday. October 23rd - Holiday Hiring Fair - from 11AM-4PM

www.upsjobs.com

tart

'Earn & Learn program guidelines apply.
Equal Opportunity Employer
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ST. THOMAS, FROM PAGE 1

Venture Crew," Humbel said.
TWo students in the group will
travel to Washington D.C. to
accept the official award on Nov.
14. When the Venture Crew
learned in September that they
were to receive the award, it
caught many of them off guard.
"We weren't really shooting
for it," Humbel said. "It was so
unexpected."
The idea that the group won
was hard to grasp at first, said
Kristen "Cricket" Anderson, a
sophomore group member. "It
didn't really hit us until later."
Anderson
added
that
Pcllegrino's guidance has helped
make the group worthy of the
award. "He's led us on so many
adventures we didn't think we
could do," she said. "It's good to
have such good role models
involved in students personal
lives."

Though Pellegrino advises
them, students plan everything
from adventure training and the
end-of-the-year trip to less
physical events like service projects and fundraisers, often
working alongside St. Thomas
More "and the Boy Scouts, who
are affiliated with Venture Crews
nationwide.
Giving students control is the
best way to let them learn,
Pellegrino said.
"It's common sense to ... let
them explore and grow," he said.
"As soon as they graduate,
they're the ones in the leadership roles."
Seeing that growth is the best
pan of leading the group, he
said. "For me, it's great to see the
(students) struggle — and the
success that comes out of it."
Growing is one of the greatest
rewards of being in the group,
Anderson said. "It's nice to know
you can push yourself beyond
the limits you set."

BUS DRIVER. FROM PAGE 1

from the wreckage and stumble
through the pre-dawn darkness
toward a nearby light.
"Everybody who could be
saved from that accident was
saved," Bard said. "He gets out
and goes for help. This is a good
guySands, 53, of Marietta, Ga., was
in stable condition after Bard
stitched up two 5-inch-long, 2inch-deep slashes on the side of
his neck.
The passengers who survived
the crash were all injured, including a pregnant woman, Elena
Wilson, who underwent a successful Caesarean section hours
later. She and her newborn
daughter, Emari, were in stable
condition yesterday
A relief driver on the bus also
helped passengers out of the
wreckage, Greyhound spokeswoman Kristen Parsley said yesterday. The relief driver, whose
name was not released, had
refused to give up his seat behind
the driver to the assailant before

BGNw:
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the attack.
The FBI identified the
assailant as Damir Igric, 29, a
Croatian who entered the United
States in Miami in 1999 with one
month left on his visa. He had
boarded the bus in Chicago.
In Croatia, the state-run news
agency HINA quoted Igric's stepfather, Ante Spaic, as saying the
whole family was "deeply
shocked," adding that the family
hadn't been in contact with Igric
for some time.
The attacker struggled with
Sands for control of the wheel
before it crashed on Interstate 24,
60 miles southeast of Nashville.
Sands said he was attacked with
a box cutter or razor, according
to Bard, who said Sands' "thick
neck" saved his life.
After the crash, Greyhound
shut down service as a precaution, pulling 2,000 to 2,500 buses
off the nation's highways. The
move stranded some 70,000 passengers. After consulting with
federal and state officials, it
resumed service about seven
hours later.

"The officials have assured me
that they believe this tragic accident was the result of an isolated
act by a single deranged individual," Greyhound president Craig
Lentzsch said.
"We believe he was acting
alone," said Ft. Joe Clark, the special agent in charge of the FBI's
office in Knoxville, Term.
Igric's stepfather told HINA the
family was not yet certain
whether it was "our Damir," or
somebody who had stolen his
passport.
Croatian police
spokesman Nino Jaklin said the
FBI had asked the agency to
check the validity of Igric's passport
Croatian citizens are obliged
to carry identification cards, and
their fingerprints are taken and
stored before the card is issued.
The bus, which originated in
Chicago, was headed for
Orlando, Fla., when it crashed.
Most of those aboard were
asleep. Dr. Al Brandon, chief of
staff at the Medical Center of
Manchester, said Sands told him
the attacker was polite and spoke

with a foreign accent
Sands told doctors that after
the passenger attacked him, the
man then grabbed the wheel and
forced the bus into the lanes of
oncoming traffic It crossed the
road and tipped over and the
attacker was thrown through the
windshield.
Sands and 11 passengers were
still hospitalized yesterday; two
were in critical condition. Other
injured passengers were treated
and released.
"I was on the bus and I'm alive.
That's all I can tell you," passenger Ricardo Jamal Brooks said as
he left a hospital. He had decided
to travel by bus from Flint, Mich.,
to Atlanta because he was worried about airline safety.
Lentzsch said secunty was
bolstered after the crash. Carryon luggage was searched, and
some passengers were checked
with hand-held metal detectors.
Greyhound planned to reward
Sands and the relief driver in
some way, but no decision has
been made on how, spokeswoman Parsley said
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omes your ideas for future stori
Call us at 372-6965
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353-PAPA

ReCYgtg *<?2
BGSU

RECYCLING DEFT.

372-8909

Join the flock down
at the stadium for
another season of
exciting Falcon
Football, and please
remember to
recycle your
beverage containers
in one of the new
recycling barrels
located throughout
the pavilion.

BGSU

826 S. MAIN

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza

Large

1-jtem
rfc;:za

Large 1-item pizza,
1 order of cheese

stlxl&JU~2lttof

'coke

99

$8

HOURS:
k SI \.-WED. 11AM- 1:30AM
THURS.-SAT. 11AM-3AM

$14

99

PARENT(S) OF THE YEAR

Show your parent or parents how much
they mean to you by nominating them for
this prestigious honor!

Tell us why they should be recognized as BGSJJs top parents.
The Award: • Recognition during
Family Weekend
Nov.2.
• Tickets to the
Presidents Box for
the Football game

Please RECYCLE your
plastic bottles in the
frog-colored containers at
Saturday's homecoming
game!!! GoBGM!

• Free stay at the
University Guest
House.
Guidelines: • Write a 500 -1000
word essay.
Begin the essay with: "My parents (or Parent) are
deserving of this honor because..."

Deadline for entries to be received:
Wednesday October 17, 5pm
Bring to 204 South Hall

^(SYdCi!)
Questions??? 372-8909

Questions call Dan Henry at UAO 372-2486
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bEnews.com/opinion

ECONOMIC SLOWDOWN HURTS COOPER TIRE
FLNDLAY, Ohio (AP) — Cooper Tire & Rubber officials
said Wednesday that the economic slowdown following the terrorist attacks has forced the company to
adjust earnings expectations for the third quarter. The
company said it now anticipates earnings per share in
the range of 17 to 21 cents for the third quarter.
A forum ol vltwi jnd idm

OUR TAKE
MAJORITY OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD

This time we'll let it slide
The television is filled with
images of the New York tragedy
— followed by the AT&T logo.
Like most hard news events,
the corporate world always finds
a way to capitalize on it and use
it for its own benefit While
most people believe this is
greed-driven and therefore
inherently evil, we believe this
cloud may have a silver lining.

Even though AT&T (we're just
picking on it even though many
companies are doing the same
thing) may have the best of
intentions in their "God Bless
America" ads, they are still driven by the bottom line.
And that's OK.
Right now, the economy is in
a bit of a slump and any boost
would be welcome. Even If it

comes in the form of corporate
(dare we say) sponsorship of the
Attack on America, a boost in
sales and subsequently a stock
rebound would be a positive
change. People need to know
that it's OK to spend money and
go on living a normal life.
If corporate use of a tragedy
helps our country recover, then
so be it.

She didn't want crabs
ANDY
SH0TWELL
Opinion Columnist
After a few weeks of serious
articles, this week I've decided to return to what BG News
readers have come to expect
from me: pathetic dating stories.
Recently I went on a date
(why are you laughing, that
wasn't a joke). She was attractive and seemed sweet, which
meant that she was the best
lead I'd had in awhile.
Because I wanted to impress
her, I decided to pass up the
usual local restaurants and go
somewhere a little more
memorable. I asked her if she
had ever been to Joe's Crab
Shack and she said, and I
quote, "no, but I've heard it's
really fun." She laughed at all
of my bad little jokes on the
drive to loe's and everything
seemed to be going extremely
well. Then it happened. She
was grimacing at her menu
for about a minute when I
realized something was
wrong. She explained that,
although she had in fact said
that she had heard Joe's Crab
Shack was fun, she had omitted the part about hating
seafood.
Was she too nervous to tell
me that she despised seafood,
or was she too stupid to realize that a restaurant called
Joe's Crab Shack would sell
seafood? And if it was the latter, what did she think— "Joe
must get around?" Anyway, I
was very aware that any gentleman would have suggested

the obvious choice to leave
and go to a different restaurant, but we had just waited
for nearly 45 minutes to get a
seat at Joe's and my stomach
was getting angry. I was in a
real dilemma.
"What did you do, Andy?"
you ask. To make a long story
short, my fried seafood platter was exquisite. I blamed
the incident on her for not
speaking up and she blamed
it on me for being a jerk.
Needless to say, we didn't go
out again, which is too bad
because all in all it was still
the best date I'd had in a
while.
I have also had the opposite happen. I have suggested
that my date pick the restaurant, which inevitably ends
up being somewhere I'm not
very fond of, and when it
comes time to order she asks
for a side salad. Now I'm not
saying that you can't order a
Caesar salad or a blackened
chicken salad, but a side
salad — let's be serious here.
If I only have room for a side
salad, I'm not going out to
eat. If you honestly do just
want a side salad, at least let
me pick the friggin' restaurant. Now, I do realize that
some girls actually like salad.
Hell, even I like it (as long as
there's a steak on top). I'm
just saying that if you would
prefer something else, don't
be afraid to order what you
really want.
The only thing worse than
the dreaded salad phenomenon is the unfinished salad
phenomenon. I'll give you the
benefit of the doubt and

assume that you truly wanted
a salad, but couldn't you finish more than half of it? It's
only roughage. One bite of
my burger has more mass
than your entire meal, and
you can't finish it? I have
actually done a case study on
this phenomenon. I found
that the amount a girl will eat
in front of you is directly
related to how many times
you have been out with her.
The first time I took out one
of my former girlfriends she
ate three spoonfuls of vegetarian soup. By the sixth or
seventh date, she was begging
to go to the all you can eat
China Buffet.
I just don't understand.
Why do girls feel like they
can't eat on the first few
dates? Did men do this to
you? 1 apologize for my entire
gender if we made you feel
uncomfortable, but please
break the cycle and order
some real food. When all you
order is a glass of water and
the Tic Tacs that are in your
purse, it makes me feel like a
male Rosie O'Donnell when I
order the Cajun bacon burger
and the fried vegetable platter
(I like vegetables as long as
they're not good for me).
For now, I'll just take girls
not eating as a compliment.
Maybe girls who do eat on
the first date have ulterior
motives. Maybe they figure
that spending some extra
money is the least I can do for
making them put up with my
dismal conversation. Maybe
I'm reading way too far into
this. Screw it, I'm taking my
next date bowling.

210WeslHall
Bowling Green
Slate University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
Fax:(419)372-6967
E-mail:
bgnewsUlijiproc.bgsu.edu
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TIM
LAIRD
Guest Columnist
In the wake of recent tragic
tragic events, the topic of college
football pales in comparison.
Our President, however, has
encouraged Americans to get
back to business, and part of
America's business in the fall is
college football.
Sports writers often use the
word commitment when writing about college football. The
president, trustees, athletic
director, head coach and the
players of the University have
made a commitment to resurrect a moribund football program. Unless you have been living under a rock this month,
you would have known that the
Falcons have done just that
The athletic department
installed lights at Perry Stadium
to accommodate fans who find
it difficult to attend afternoon
games.

Coach Meyer not only stresses winning but he demands his
players to go to class and positively represent the University.
Last week at Marshall, the team
did everything to win the game.
Coach Meyer has instilled a winning attitude in his players and
the result are evident
Against Temple, 11,COO fans
witnessed this new enthusiasm.
The students cheered and
chanted and tried to create an
outstanding environment for
college football, and other fans
in attendance saw the Falcons
defeat the Big East team 42-23.
The same day over 27,000 fans
showed up in Mt. Pleasant to
watch the Chippewas get blown
out 52-28.
"Where are the fans?" I asked
myself.
Commitment is a two way
street, and the Falcons deserve
your support. The University
had done everything it can to
provide and exciting, fun-filled
experience for the fans.
Thousand of alumni live

witliin close proximity to
Bowling Green, but the best
crowd at Perry Stadium is just
over 16,000 this year.
That needs to change this
weekend!
It's Homecoming, the Falcons
are 3-1 and heavily favored over
Kent State. If you are one of
those fans that has been living
under a rock, crawl out, wear
your orange and brown, and
demonstrate your support for
this revitalized program.
The season is young and full
of promise. This team deserves
to play in front of at least 25,000
fans, and you can assure that
happens by making plans now
to enjoy an evening of outstanding college football. 1 guarantee
that the Falcons will entertain
you (and for less than It costs for
a movie!).
Tim Laird is an alumnus
(class of 1984) and currently
resides in Perrysburg.

Gruesome images explained
MATT
TREWHELLA
Guest Columnist
Why do we show those
bloody photographs? Because
people need to see what a child
looks like after he or she has
been in the hands of an abortionist at a Planned Parenthood
clinic Without the pictures, the
words which describe what they
do to the prebom lack punch
and are easily forgotten.
After 28 years of State-legal
baby-murder, it is time for the
American people to see who is
dying. The media has censored
the prebom child from the
"abortion debate," and we are
simply attempting to bypass
that media blackout by going to
the streets and showing the
American people for themselves
exactly what a prebom child
murdered by abortion looks like.
We show these photos to

inform our nation that it has
violated God's Law, and to call
its people to repentance. Our
photos stand as a haunting
indictment upon our nation.
Some say our photos are disgusting and hurt our Christian
witness. Our response: have you
ever seen a pretty picture of a
murder? Murder is disgusting;
abortion is murder therefore,
our pictures are disgusting.
Also, what hurts our Christian
witness more—being silent
while our neighbor is unjustly
killed or exposing the evil works
of darkness (Ephesians 5:11) by
showing the atrocities being
committed against our neighbor? We think the former. What
a pathetic people we are if we
want to tolerate the oppression
of an entire group, but then
become outraged when someone displays the suffering of that
group.
AttheendofWWn,our
American soldiers marched the
citizens of Germany past the

remains of those who died in
the death camps. They marched
men, women, and children past
the remains of those who died
in the death camps. Why did
they do it? Because those citizens all stood guilty for having
tolerated the atrocities that went
on in their midst. So it is in
America today, we all stand
guilty for being silent while this
atrocity goes on in our nation.
May people be moved with
compassion for the helpless
prebom when they see these
photographs and act to see this
bloodshed outlawed. Otherwise,
God will use His sword of justice
and bring retribution upon a
nation of people whose hands
are covered with blood.
MatflYewheUa is the Pastor
at Founder Missionaries of the
Prebom In Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. He can be reached at
mtpmilw@execpc.com
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BOYS
ON THE STREET
Who's your favorite celebrity or supermodel?

FREDDIE FALC0*
UNrVERSTTYMASa

"Frieda Falcon — she's
one hot bird."

#3 STEVE AUSTIN
SIC SIC MEMBER
"I'd like wrestle Wanda
Overland around the ring."
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Terrorists spotted at Wal-Mart
chronology of the activities of them, Alomari is seen grinning.
Atta and Alomari was being
Atta and Alomari were next
made public in hopes that it caught by a surveillance camera
would generate tips from resi- at the nearby Jetport Gas Station
dents who might have more on Western Avenue at 9:15 p.m.
information about the time the In those pictures, Atta was weartwo men spent in Portland.
ing a shirt in which the right third
Prouty made a videotape that is white and the left two-thirds
included several enlarged pho- black.
tographs taken of the two men at
Another surveillance camera
locations near the Portland caught Atta entering the WalInternational letport.
Mart store on Payne Road in
They first stopped at 8:31 p.m. Scarborough at 9:22 p.m.
Sept. 10 at a Key Bank drive-up
The FBI said Atta spent about
ATM, the FBI said. Pictures taken 20 minutes at the store. The local
10 minutes later showed the manager referred calls to corpomen at the nearby Fast Green rate headquarters in Arkansas,
ATM machine behind Pizzeria where spokesman Tom Williams
Uno restaurant near the Maine declined to elaborate on what
Mall in South Portland. In one of Atta may have purchased. He

by terry Harkavy
'HI

4SSOCIAIE0 PRESS

PORTLAND,
Maine
—
Surveillance video captured
hijackers at area ATMs, a gas station and a Wal-Mart hours before
the men boarded a commuter
flight to Boston, then got on one
of the planes that crashed into
the World Trade Center, the FBI
said Thursday.
Charles S. Prouty, special
agent in charge of the FBI's
Boston office, released fresh
details about the activities of
Mohamed Atta and Abdulaziz
Alomari, who were in Portland
the night before the Sept. 11
attacks.
Prouty said the agency's

FOOTBALL FROM PAGE1

ome bright spots that came out
of last Saturday's game. Falcon
receiver Robert Redd had a breakthrough game in which he
cracked the Falcon receiving
yards record, totaling nine receptions for 215 yards.
Redd said after the Marshall
game that first and foremost he
wanted to thank God for being
back at BG and being able to have
the opportunity to set die record.

EVERCLEAR, FROM PAGE 1

will not turn a profit for the
show. The money they will lose,
'hough, will come out of their
yearly operating budget.
"Whenever we do a show, we
try to break even," Gurich said.
Previous UAO concerts include
Bush and Moby in April 2000 and
Run DMC and Roots in May. The

Correction:

Yesterdays
headline on page

But Redd still had a long look on
his face even after he got word
that he set the record.
"It's more bitter than sweet,"
Redd said. "No individual performance can overrule a loss. We just
have to come back hard against
Kent."
Notes: The Falcons are still
nationally ranked in a number of
categories. They are eighth overall
in rush defense, giving up 60.5
homes per game. BG is also 12th
in turnover margin (+1.5), 28th in

scoring defense (18.25 ppg), 28th
in total defense (304 yards) and
30th in scoring offense (32 ppg).
Individually lanssen Parton is
sixth in the country in interceptions per game (.75) and running
back loe Alls is 19th country in
kickoff returns averaging 28 yards
per return.
Last Saturday, wide receiver
Kurt Gerling extended his streak
of consecutive games with a
reception to 33.

Bush concert sold out, while
approximately half of the tickets
were sold for the Run DMC concert.
"The problem is students automatically assume the tickets are
sold out the first day of sales,"
Gurich said.
I lowever, according to Brenda
Hanson, manager of west coast
promotions for Capital Records, it

is unusual for Everclear tickets
not to sell.
"Everclear's ticket history is
very strong," Hanson said. "Sellouts are frequent (with the
band)."
Doors open for the concert at 7
p.m.
and
special
guest
Redwantingblue will begin playing at 8 p.m. Everclear will follow
Redwantingblue's 45-minute set.

2 read Bus driver killed,
Greyhound crashes. The headline

SMASH THE FLASHES
Come show your school spirit by
smashing a Kent State ear!

said the company was working
with investigators and would
have no other comment.
The final picture, which had
already been released, was taken
the next morning as Atta and
Alomari passed through a security gate at the airport and boarded their commuter flight.
Atta and Alomari drove to
Portland in a car rented at
Boston's Logan International
Airport, then boarded a
USAirways flight back to Boston.
From there, they boarded
American Airlines Flight 11,
which crashed into the north
tower of the World Trade Center,
the first building hit.
Stephen McCausland, a

four-page document in Arabic
which contained instructions for
the mission as well as religious
references.
State and local police have
said there was nothing to indicate the pair had any connection
to Maine before Sept. 10.
But two workers at the
Portland Public Library said Atta
visited several times in spring
2000 and used the computer
bank, though nothing about his
behavior was remarkable or
memorable.
"For a while, he was a regular. I
can't say how many days a week.
It was enough that it caught my
attention," said Spruce Whited,
the library's head of security.

To every gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, queer, intersex,
questioning, and straight supportive
person at BGSU and in the
surrounding community...

M50FI

Whether you are out, in,
or somewhere in between...
Vision wishes you a happy

COMING OUT WEEK
fv*ryone is we/come at all of these fre* events*"
Friday Oct 5th: "Come Out and Dance" - Mac Countryside 9pm. Free.
Sunday Oct 7th - Family Potluck - Women's Center 12-4pm. Bring a dish.
Monday Oct 8th - Rally - 1 lam-4pm Education Lawn
Tuesday Oct 9th - Rainbow Cabaret - Elsewhere Theatre 8-10pm. Free.
Vision's usual business moating on Tunsdoy and support group meeting on Thursdays
(both usually at 9pm in the Women's Center) have been cancelled in lieu of events.

should have read Bus driver
injured, Greyhound crashes.

KKP KKf KKr

spokesman for the Maine
Department of Public Safety, has
said the two may have come to
Portland to avoid attracting
attention by having them all
enter through Logan.
Alomari and Atta spent the
night before the attack at the
Comfort Inn in South Portland,
about a mile from the airport,
authorities said.
The rental car was seized at
the airport and taken to the state
police crime lab in Augusta. Its
contents have not been
divulged.
A bag that Atta checked at the
airport in Portland never made
the connecting flight in Boston.
Officials said the bag contained a

KKP
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2th Leon's Restaurant
Opening in town

Saturday, Oct.o tiom 11:30-2:00 hy the student entrance
•

rj

■■ ■ '.

•

■■

Cost: Si io\ 2 swings or bursai $5 foi 8 swings

25% of the profit goes to Red Cross
HunU to ii'K \M\) Rerun loi ihi' coi picpj

BGSU Concessions is..

NOW
MM HIRING!
Students for Basketball/Hockey
sdh Wl
events. Also, we are looking for
7W B
Student Managers. If you are majoring s^ ^
in business management or have
food service supervising experience;
please contact the concessions office at:
372-2597 and ask for Perry Franketti.
Bo"im» Gftcn Sim I'niventiy tt in jfiimutivf jcnon/rqiul opportunity tJixwo* and employer IUOI

I4< !S1' I he.ure presents

'tiJAe-

Kelly Allen
Marie Brewer
Jessica Bruns
Andrea Calabrese
Shannon Corfesi
Nikki Creighton
Tayanna Garman
Missy Hare
•Beth Koch 4.0
'Meghan McVey 4.0

'Amanda Papenfuss 4.01
Carrie Reid
'Shannon Smith 4.0
Michelle St.John
Sara Tavrell
Kristen Davis
'Christy Dunson 4 0
Lindsey Gable
Katie Kieffer
Cara McCanse

SPECIAL

HOME COOKED MEALS

Breakfast,

Lunch, and

•Breakfast Specials
Monday-Friday
6-11 am
$2.29

Dinner

•Try the best breakfast
buffet in town!
Sat. and Sun.
8 am - 2pm

•Open 6 am - 10pm

Leon's Family Dining
419-373-6040
Recievt 10% off meals with student ID. 1628 E. Wooster

Help Wanted - Waitstaff

KKI' KKI' KKI' KKI" KKI' KKI' KKI

Apply
Within

Focus on the

Future...

But capture the present!

aMuAao/
V by

Senior

Alfred Uhry

Portraits

October 5,6,19,20
at 8:00 p.m.
October 7,21
at 2:00 p.m.
Eva Marie Saint
Theatre
Reservations:
419-372-2719

Portraits taken: October 29- November 2, 9 am-5 pm in West Hall

for the
KEY
Yearbook

Your chance for a FREE professional photography sitting!

$2 off your purchase of the 2002 KEY YEARBOOK!
Log on to www.myseniorportrait.org OR Call (419) 372-8634 to
make your appointment.

Walk-ins welcome!

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

6 Friday, October 5.2001

Women's Soccer vs. Akron @
Cochrane Field, 1:30 p.m.

TODAY'S
EVENTS

Pep Rally and Royalty Crowning
@ Anderson Arena, 7 p.m. Cost
is SI.

FRIDAY, OCT. 5

in front of University Hall. Ram
site is 315B University Hall, 5
p.m. to 6 p.m.
Bowling Green
Mercury Effect @ Easystreet

Campus Events

Performance: Wind Ensemble @
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center, 8 p.m.
The event is free and open to the
public.

Hands Are Not for Hurting:
The Transformation Project at
the BGSU Women's Center @
Education Building Steps, 11
a.m. to 7 p.m.

Theater Production: "The Last
Night of Ballyhoo" by Alfred Uhry
@ Eva Marie Saint Theatre, 8
p.m. Tickets are $10 for adults
and senior citizens, and $5 for
children under 12. To order contact the box office at 372-2719.

FundraisenDelta Sigma Pi
Annual Teeter-Totter-A-Thon @
Education Steps
This event is to raise money for
the American Diabetes
Association and it will run all
day.

Drum Circle for world peace @

BG NEWS

Students prepare for wave
of new reality TV programs
by Sarah Jordan

Freekbass @ Howard's Club H

enjoyed by "Survivor" and the
glut of new reality series on television, all indications show that
the trend toward reality television will continue to grow.
"They're just getting bigger
and bigger because 'Survivor' is
so popular, and "The Real World'
is so popular, and other people
just want to do the same thing,"
freshman Leah Miller said.
Multiple reality shows are
flooding TV screens now, but the
concept is not exactly new.
MTV's "The Real World" is in its
10th season this year. Shows
such as "Cops" and "Unsolved
Mysteries" are also long-running
series.
The new shows differ because
they introduce competition
between the contestants by
means of physical and mental
challenges. The participants also
are not actors and do not follow
a script.
Freshman Erin Montgomery
thinks the voyeuristic element
adds something extra to reality
shows that is not seen in other
programming "It's more interesting" she said, "There's more
going on. It's more emotional."
"It's average looking people.
It's real conflict... to an extent,"

THE BG NEWS

Crazy Eddie ©Nate and Walt/s
Fishbowl
HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have an event that you
would like to have listed in the
calendar, send an e-mail to
bgnewsevents@hotmail.com or
stop by 210 West Hall with information on the event. The deadline is 6 p.m. the day before the
event.

Check us out at BGNews.com
Visit Us At Our Drive-Thru

Outwit. Outplay. Outlas.'.
This is the slogan for CdS's hit
television series "Survivor,"
which will begin its third season
on Oct. 11. In many ways, this
slogan embodies the competition between the increasing
number of reality shows on television.
"Temptation Island," "Big
Brother," "The Mole" and others
premiered last season. On Sept.
5, two new reality shows, "The
Amazing Race" and "Lost,"
scored solid ratings in their
debuts; both finishing second in
their time slots according to the
Wilson ratings.
The reality television craze has
swept across the nation, and like
almost everywhere else, Bowling
Green has also been affected.
Last semester, students in the
dorms could be seen huddling
around televisions on weekdays
riveted by their favorite reality
shows.
Sophomore Erin Fitzgerald
said that she was swept up in the
"Survivor" craze. "We had parties
every Thursday. We'd all bring little snacks."
With ihe strong ratings

BG NEWS

402 E. Wooster St.
352-BUTT

TOBACCO OUTLET
BUTT'S CHEAP SMOKES and FINE CIGARS TOBACCO OUTLET
MAJOR BRANDS
Camel, Winston
_
Newport
„
Sampoerna, Djarum
_
Skoal, Copenhagen, Kodiak

sophomore Lauren Carpenter
said.
Debate exists, however, over
how real reality shows are.
Shows such as "Survivor" are
extensively edited to maximize
drama for audiences. Each hourlong episode is condensed from
three days worth of action.
Editors can take snippets of
someone's actions and edit them
to fit stereotypes.
Some people believe that producers are already putting too
many reality shows on television. Speaking about the new
shows "The Amazing Race" and
"Lost" Carpenter said, "I don't
like those. I think they're stupid.
There's too much conflict. It's
frustrating to watch it."
No matter what dissenters say,
reality television shows remain
popular. The season finale for
the first "Survivor" drew in 51
million viewers according to
abcnews.com. The second
installment
of
"Survivor"
brought in 36.4 million according to The Detroit News' website.
Only time will tell which of these
reality shows will be able to outwit, outplay and outlast the others.

PRICE

$2.36/pack
$3.06/pack
$3.59/pack
$3.69/tin

All cigarettes at State minimum pnces Price* subject to change, excluding non-tiltem, while supplies last.
Some pnces rellect manufactured buy down.
Surgeon General's Warnings: Cigarette smoke contains carbon monoxide.

ENTERTAINMENT

UPDATES
Wednesday, Nov. 7 at 7:30 p.m.
According to
Ticketmaster.com tickets are
on sale now at the site and at
Ticketmaster outlets.
Stewart is best known for his
work with the rock group The
Faces and his solo work. His
hit songs include "Downtown
Train," "Hot Legs" and
"Forever Young," among others. In February Stewart
released his new album,
"Human."

collected more than 16,000
pairs of shoes, which was
more than half the total of
shoes collected in the state.
The Toledo Zoo is open
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and is
located on U.S. 25 four miles
south of downtown Toledo.

Zooing it for shoes
The Toledo Zoo is looking
for a few old pairs of athletic
shoes. The Zoo is hosting the
second annual "Recycle Your
Shoes With Ohio Zoos" Event
this Saturday.
Visitors who bring an old
pair of athletic shoes will
receive free admission to the
Zoo. The shoes will be recycled.
Last year the Toledo Zoo

Stewart to play
at Savage Hall
Rod Stewart is scheduled to
play at Toledo's Savage Hall

• ••••••••••••••••••••*••

Godfrey's Family Restaurant
Breakfast specials:
Mon-Sat6:30am-11am

All-you-can-eat buttermilk pancakes... $3.79
2 eggs, 2 bacon or 2 sausages,
2 pancakes or toast, and homefhes or coffee... $2.50

Check out our new skillet breakfasts!
From $5.29 $5.89
Served Monday - Saturday until noon
(Bring in this ad lor a free colfee)
•Coffee only $.69 anytime!'

Sunday 8am to noon:
All-you-can eat Breakfast Buffet $5.50 /!LS
(Bring this ad lor a tree large juioa)

I -PL

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 6:30am-8:30pm
Friday 6:30am-9:30pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-9pm

aoofRcrs FAUILY RESTAURANT
HOI s

Man a
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4tMU«123

a
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The following are not permitted at the concert area.

tote bags
cans
backpacks
recording deuises
large packages
crowd surfing
large bags «.■ n,m»,„n:i moshing
cameras
smoking
*"" snw" P"rses or similar items
will be searched.

(jOttlCS

Anderson Arena 8:00pm

All tickets $18

I ii (tils still auailahle at both finders, Bowling Green and findlag
Downtown locations as well as Boogie Records in Toledo.
lo order by phone, call 419-i?2-2l84. for mote information call 419-372-2343.
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BASEBALL MOVE OVER BIG MAC, BARRY HAS ARRIVED AT THE TOR PAGE 8

BRIEFING
Correction

FRIDAY
October 5,

A women's soccer player
was identified as Krisry
Coppes in a photo yesterday.
The player was Kasey
Freeman.

2001
www.bjnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Golf travels to
Michigan, Cincy
THE BC NEWS

Both the men's and women's
golf teams travel within the week
to their respective tournaments
at Xavier (men) and Michigan
(women).
The women are coming off an
1 lth-place finish at Perm State's
Nittany Lion Invitational. The
Falcons' total of 977 tied them
with Ohio University for 11th,
while host Perm State, with a
total of 914, won the event.
Bowling Green and Ohio were
the
only
Mid-American
Conference competitors in the
field.
Junior Shelley Binzel led the
way for the Falcons in State
College, placing 28th with a
three-round total of 238 (80-8078). Sophomore lenny Schnipke
tied for 40th (82-79-80—241),
Shannon Smith tied for 54th
(248). while Stephanie EJsea tied
for 59th (250), lulie Wise tied for
77th (261) and Karl Evans was
85th (273).
The men haven't played in
two weeks, and will play in the
Xavier University Invitational in
Cincinnati. The Falcons, in their
last action, tied for 11th at the
Ball State University Invitational
in Muncie. The Falcons were led
by freshman Austin Chase, who
tied for 19th with a three-round
total of 217 (68-72-77).
Adam Balls and Justin Gillham
tied for 42nd for BG, with a total
of 222 for the tournament. Andy
Miller, tied for 64th, with 225,
and Brian Gerken, tied for 94th
with 234, rounded out the
Falcons scoring.
Louisville won the event with
a total of 847, while fellow MAC
school Akron was fourth (863).
Ball State, another conference
foe, was sixth with 868, while the
Falcons' total of 886 tied them
with
the
University
of
Cincinnati.

Women's rugby
undefeated at 3-0
THE 8G NCWS

The BG women's rugby
team is now 3-0 as they prepare to face Western Michigan
in Kalamazoo this weekend.
The Falcons defeated
defeated Northern Michigan
last weekend. AlJisaReed,
Fallon Kunevicius and Stacy
Sargent all had tries in the 315 win.

Women's tennis
travels to Ann Arbor

Soccer home, V-ball on road
V-ball
travels
toUB,
Akron

Merfs
soccer
hosts NIU,
Kentucky

by Erica Gambaccini

by Dtrak McCord

THE BG NEWS

THE 9C NEWS

Sport is about competition,
and the competition between
the competitors is heightened
when they know each other well.
The Bowling Green men's soccer team knows the Kentucky
Wildcats well and they will play
today and Northern Illinois
Sunday at Cochrane Field. The
Mid-American
Conference
rivals play arguably the roughest
matches in the conference,
which gives both teams little
room for error.
The last time these two teams
met was in the MAC
Tournament Final last year at
the same field. The physical play
between the squads resulted in a
1 -0 victory for the Wildcats and a
bid to the NCAA Tournament.
"It's a healthy rivalry, that's all,"
Bowling Green head coach Mel
Mahler said. "We have had some
good matches with Kentucky.
The only thing that could magnify this match is the loss in the
MAC Finals."
Seven of the 12 matches
played between the two have
resulted in a one goal victory.
This could be another one. The
Wildcats lost goalkeeper Brian
O'Leary to graduation, but head
coach Ian Collins has replaced
him with Brad Samelk. and the
sophomore has performed well
with a goals-against average of
1.03.
The strong Kentucky defense
could be a problem for the BG
offense, as it has only produced
about one goal a match over the
course of the season, including
its recent 1-0 overtime victory
against Buffalo Sunday.

ClKliSchookHBGNem
JUMP: Mid-air action from BG's game against Wisconsin-Milwaukee last month.

Alter the match against
Kentucky the Falcons will focus
on the Sunday meeting against
Northern Illinois. The Huskies
are struggling this season with a
2-6-0 overall record and 0-2-0 in
the MAC, but Mahler thinks that
the conference Is so close that
any team can win on any day
despite its record.
This is a critical weekend for
the Falcons as it could give them

either a huge boost in the standings or a weekend to forget.
"This is a good opportunity to
be at home and play some MAC
teams," Mahler said. "It's a weekend where we can prove that we
are one of the top teams in the
MAC as we could end up 3-1,2-2
or 1-3. If there is any advantage
in this conference it's playing at
home."

The Falcons played well at
home in their annual Isadora
Classic After a 0-0 tie against
Canisius they turned around in
24 hours and upset a strong
University
of WisconsinMilwaukee team 1-0 in double
overtime.
The Falcons have had trouble
finishing chances this season;
junior Tim Butler is the leading
goal scorer with two goals.

FALCONS HOST KENT TOMORROW I PAGE 1

THE BC HEWS

The women's tennis team
heads to Ann Arbor looking to
bounce back from last weekend.
Coach Penny Dean and her
team all agree that it was a tough
start to the season for everyone.
However, she knows better
than anyone how much youth is
on her 2001-02 roster. Their
youth and inexperience was
exploited in last weeks BGSU
Invitational.
"I felt that we did well, despite
the fact that everyone seemed
nervou,", Dean said. "We also
had trouble staying consistent
throughout each match. That
really nullified us from having as
much success as we had wanted."
The Falcons are traveling to
Ann Arbor motivated and looking forward to playing four of the
toughest teams in the Midwest.
DePaul, Marquette, Michigan
State, Michigan, and BG are the
five teams that make up this
year's Michigan Fall Invitational.
Dean feels that Marquette and
Michigan will be the favorites,
but she is very aware that all four
of the teams will help the
Falcons step their play up a bit.
"Our goal is to play the toughest teams we can schedule,
because everyone knows those
matches will prepare us for conference play," Dean said.
Improving from last weekend
seems to be the main objective
for the Falcons. Devon Bissinger
is especially interested in this
concept. She and the Falcons
plan to arrive in Michigan looking to play better and do well.
"We have a lot to improve on
this weekend, and these four
teams will definitely help that
cause," Bissinger said.

®% #

BG SPORTS
PICK OF THE WEEK
Pudge Rodnguez. Mike Piazza. Todd
Hundley and BG's Tim Newell. Which
catcher doesn't belong? You guessed
it Hundley He bats left-handed.

Kent at
Bowling Green

ERIKCASSANO
Sports Editor

Tennessee 12 FAVORITE

Toledo at
Ohio
Toledo 13 FAVORITE

Bowling Green
35-13
It's all about John
Gibson and the 24inch pythons.

Bowling Green

Michigan

Michigan
42-21
Don't worry 0SU tans;
Erica ate paint chips
as a kid

Penn State
28-24
Joe Pa is due

Michigan
31-14
|Joe Pa... I'm so
sorry, man!

Prediction
Score
Rant

Northwestern

Northwestern

Ohio State

17-7

35-21

24-21

Tressel will soon
realize Bellisari Is
actually a righty.

Ohio State
27-24
No direction team
Bellisari finally gets
The Wildcats are
will make the Bucks his head out of his
not going to break
butt.
their winning streak falter!

Prediction
Score
Rant

Oklahoma
34-28
Your call — which
state is more tornado-proof?

Texas
27-24
Does anyone even
know what a Sooner
is anyway?

Oklahoma
38-28
Can we call this
matchup the Garth
Brooks Bowl?

Texas

Prediction
Score
Rant

Tennessee
30-23
Georgia "volunteers" for a loss! Ha
ha ha ... ugh

Tennessee

Tennessee

21-7

17-14

Tennessee
21-17

The Bulldogs will
not be able to stop
Washington.

Take me to another
place ... take me to
another land...

Tennessee benefits
from homefield
advantage.

Toledo
35-7
Gag me it I have to
watch another UT
football commercial.

Toledo
42-3
Ohio is worse than
Kent.

Texas 3 FAVORITE

Georgia at
#7 Tennessee

Bowling Green
48-17
BG will come back
and win after their
loss last weekend.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Ohio State 2.5 FAVORITE
#3 Oklahoma at
#5 Texas

TIM NEWELL
Pudge + Piazza

Bowling Green

38-10
Falcons continue to
hammer bad teams.

Michigan 10 FAVORITE
#16 Northwestern at
Ohio State

NICK HURM
Writer

Prediction
Score
Rant

Bowling Green 17 FAVORITE

#15 Michigan
at Penn State

ERICA GAMBACCINI

Assistant Editor

Prediction Toledo
Score
| 45-13
Rant
Toledo 40-something, opponent
somethlng-teen.

32-10
LETS GO BLUE!!!
That's all I have to
say.

Toledo

42-17
It's Ohio. Come "on.
Of course the
Rockets will win.

31-7
Kent is god-awful.

35-31
Texas wins. I have
no clue why.

The volleyball team will
take on two Mid-American
Conference teams in road
games this weekend, Buffalo
Friday and Akron Saturday.
The Bulls are coming off
two conference losses last
weekend. They lost to both
Toledo and Northern Illinois
3-0. Buffalo is 2-9 overall and
0-4 in the MAC.
"Hopefully when we play
Buffalo we'll be 2-1 (in the
MAC)," head coach Denise
Van De Walle said. "1 think
Buffalo will play us very well.
They are looking for their first
(conference) win."
The Falcons lead the series
against the Bulls 5-0 as they
swept Buffalo in three games
last year.
Akron is 8-3 overall and 2-2
in the MAC. The Zips are
coming off tough losses to
Toledo and Ball State last
weekend. They lost to the
Rockets 13-15 in the fifth set.
"I think the match against
Akron will be really important to us because they're in
the East Division (of the
MAC)," Van De Walle said.
"For us to strive for that East
Division Championship we
need to take care of the teams
on our side. Akron is looking
to win the East Division."
The Falcons also lead the
series against the Zips 15-8,
and are 7-3 when playing in
Akron. Last year the teams
split, with each winning on
the road. The visiting team
has won 10 of the last 11
meetings.
"The MAC is completely
different than the non-conference part of the schedule,"
Van De Walle said. "Teams
come alive when it's MAC
time. There is a different level
of competition in each one of
the teams pre-conference
schedule. In the pre-conference you can never judge (a
team). You can be 8-0 in preconf erence and all of the sudden be 0-5 in your first five
MAC matches."
The Falcons are 7-2 overall
and 1-1 in the MAC. They are
coming off a conference loss
to Northern Illinois last weekend.
"I think we have a great
conference and I think half
the schools in it really feel
they can win the league," Van
De Walle said. "Northern
Illinois, Ball State, Western
Michigan, Bowling Green,
Akron, Kent — they all think
they can winSince every team trunks it
can win, it makes the conference matches that more difficult Van De Walle said. In
order to come out on top this
weekend the Falcons have
been practicing blocking, hitting and passing.
"We're really focusing on
our side of the net," Van De
Walle said. "Were doing a lot
more blocking and defense
drills."
Van De Walle hopes these
drills will help the team put
the Northern Illinois loss
behind it and get ready for
the weekend.
"We play very well when
we play fast," Van De Walle
said, "if you can stay fast in
your transition game, fast to
the net, fast off the net we can
SPIKERS. PAGE 8
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BG NEWS

70! Bonds ties McGwire's mark
by Ben Walker
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Th« »sjocii!«d Press

RECORD: Bonds watches No. 70 sail out ot Enron Field last night.

,

BGSU vs. Kent State -^
Doyt Perry Stadium
Saturday, October 6, 2:00 pm
HOMECOMING

HOUSTON —Barry Bonds hii
home run No. 70 Thursday night
and tied Mark McGwire's record
— a feat even Big Mac thought
might last a lifetime when he did
it a mere three years ago.
Bonds, son of an All-Star and
godson of a home run king, has
three games left to make history
all his own.
Bonds, who watched Houston
pitchers work around him
throughout the three-game
series, finally got a chance to
swing in the ninth inning. He did
not miss, hitting a 454-foot shot
into the upper deck in right field
off rookie YVilfredo Rodriguez.
The Giants won 10-2, completing a three-game sweep that kept
them two games behind Arizona
in the Nl. West race with three
games remaining, all against Los
Angeles.
Bonds immediately raised
both arms in the air as he began a
slow trot around the bases. The
record crowd of 43,734, which
had booed when Astros pitchers
walked him, rewarded him with a

BGSO

standing ovation.
His San Francisco teammates
poured out to greet a smiling
Bonds at home plate along with
Bonds' son, Nikolai. Bonds pointed at his family behind the thirdbase dugout as he returned to the
bench.
"Everybody was telling me just
be patient, be patient. I'm glad it's
over. I'm glad my family was here.
My wife gets to sleep now," Bonds
said.
He said he was "honored" to
share the record with McGwire.
"He's a great baseball player,"
Bonds said.
With fans still cheering at
Enron Field, he came out for two
curtain calls. Bonds took his position in left field to start the bottom of the ninth, was mobbed by
teammates who were in the
Giants bullpen, then was
replaced and left waving his cap.
"1 got frustrated when it was 81 and they intentionally walked
me because it was not a really
crucial situation. That's when I
got really frustrated," Bonds said.
Bonds' 70th homer marked the
second big achievement of the

day in the majors. Earlier, Rickey
Henderson of San Diego scored
his 2,246th career run and broke
Ty Cobb's record.
Bonds hit his 564th career
home run, moving him past
Reggie lackson — a distant relative — for seventh place on the
all-time list.
Among those cheering for
Bonds was his godfather, Hall of
Famer Willie Mays, who ranks
third on the career list with 660
homers.
Bonds' father, former major
leaguer Bobby, was at the Giants'
first two games in Houston. The
team, however, believed he had
to leave town before seeing his
son make history.
Bonds connected on a 1-1
pitch from Rodriguez, a 22-yearold lefty making only his second
major league appearance. Bonds
took a huge cut and missed the
first pitch, watched a ball up and
in, then launched a 93-mph fastball into the stands.
Bonds had never hit more than
49 home runs in a season before
this year.

FALCONS

'=l&rj SPORTS BAR
353-8735 • 107 State Street (Across from Harshman)

Happy Hour Specials

Volleyball
hits road
this weekend
SPIKERS, FROM PAGE 7

be very effective. We try to play
faster than our opponents."
Currently, the faster the
Falcons play the harder it is for
their opponents to keep up. It
also gives BG a better chance
at winning.
"We're going into the weekend thinking that we're going
to play back to the level that
we're used to playing, like we
did the first two weeks of competition," Van De Walle said.
"We want to be back on track
We want to be sharp. We want
to be fast. We want to be
aggressive at the net."

NEWS
Classified
Ads
372-6977

The BG Newt will not knowingly accent adxr
tiaemeru ihM diicnnunata. or mtoura|e du
cnminitton i|iimi any individual 01 eroup on
tht bean of raca, tea. color. creed, relit ion
national ofl|tn. muai orientation, diwbilay,
■tanu ai a veteran, or on the beau of any other
tefally protected iiatui
The BG Newt raeervei (he n|hi to decline, di*
continue or none any ed>enliement luch at
ttoaa found to be defamatory, lacking m lettua bun. miileadinf, or fill* in nature All
edvemwmenii an tubfoct to edit ma and

4-9 daily

G RocMf!? Rod
www.bgsuf.ikons.com
■ Students admitted free with valid BGSU ID.
Present your valid BGSU ID at the student
ticket gate on the west side of Doyt Perry
Stadium.

' Be (here tor .» ctlMKQ tO win round trip .inline
tickets foi .i spring break getaway * oortesy «i
USG
► Fricttor's Post-G.imc P.irtv

• en q.uiii Homecoming ceremonta
• University Bootutort book scholarship raffle.

'Monday: Pool Tournament 9pm
'Monday, Tuesday, £r Wednesday:
SI Cans all night
'Thursday: $1.50 Margarita's

WATCH
BG24
NEWS

'Saturday: Live Music with
Gregg Aranda
Saturday Homecoming Party:
Open at 11:00 AM
Pre 6- Post Game Parties
We Also Offer:
11 TVs
5 Pool tables
2 mega touch games
2 golden tee-tournament Ed.

KRKTIE WELCH
JOJCELYN

Moas

TWFANY TARPLIY
MKACAN HAYES

"For all your
News,
Weather, &
Sports."
Tues.- Frl. 5:30 pm
Cable Channel 6

We Have Sunday liquor Toolll
21 ana over Welcome with ID

BG

TRUCKLOAD
0Y0
The never ending Truck Sale starts
October 4

EVERYTHING MUST GO!!!

Come to the

Homecoming Pep Rally
Friday @ 7pm
$1 admission
and the

Homecoming Game, BGSU vs. KSU
Saturday @ 2pm
at the Stadium
HOMECOMING 2001
ROCK m ROCK

Sorority and Fraternity
Merchandise
Mugs $2.00 Waterbottles $3.00
Sweatshirts $5.00
irts$2.00 Shorts $3.
shall Shirts $3.00
ball Hats $2.00-$5.00
8 lots of misc. gift Items
PlalH Goods.
Sweaters $15.
bol Gloves & Hat $5.00
Hooded sweatshirts $5.00
Sweatshirts $4.00
Sweatpants $4.00 Holiday Items
50% off Winter Jackets A Fleece Pullovers

COLLEGIATE CONNECTION
531 Ridge St • 352-8333
Mon.-Thurs. 10-8; Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-5:30; Sun. 10-5

Travel

Personals

Services Offered

ft,
*1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Now hiring Campus Reps,
t-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

NEWS
Classified
Ads
372-6977

Spring Break 2002 Organize Groups & Go Free
Free Parties & Hours of free drinks
Cancun. Jamaica. Barbados
Bahamas, Florida & More!!
For Details and the Best Rates
Visit www sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

The Bfi Nc-i-ill rio" Lno«mfl> .<.rp* »d>rr
inememi that diKntninaif. o* entourage du
.minimum .rauiM an) individual or |tOup Oil
the bun of race. «*v color, treed, rchf ion.
IIMKMUI on|in. tritMl onemanoa. duability.
Manu aa a veteran, or on ihr Bailt o( any other
kf all* protetied iiatui

Spring Break Reps needed to promote campus trips. Earn Stravel
free! No Cost. 1-800-367-1252 or
www.springbreakdirect.com

The BH Newt reserve* <he n|N 10 decline, du
tomniuc or rniif -my adxniKiivcDl such MI
iho*e round to be delamalory. lacking in (actu
al bativ mitleadmf or false in nature *.i:
advert iienvent l arc iubjr*i 10 cdilin|
•Ppmvsl

Services Offered

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

REPORTERS WANTED

Aon Aon Aon

AOII

STEPHANIE SMITH
THE ACTRESS FORMERLY KNOWN AS
WRESTLING'S "GORGEOUS GEORGE"
SHOWTIMES:
9PM - MIDNIGHT - 2AM

Aon Aon Apn Aon Aon Aon
AOII Aon Aon AOII Aon AOH
Star light, star bright, first star I see
tonight. I wish I may I wish I might
have Lit' Amber back in my family
tonight! Love your Big!
AOII A011 AOII AOII AOII AOII
Fall Special.
2 months unlimited tanning $50
Campus Tanning - 352-7889

Cltty "Nood.lt" Sltvtni
Good luck tonight! No matter what
happens, you will always be the
queen of our hearts!
Love Dad, Mom, Kelli. and Krista
University Ambassadors
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi

Reserve your spot for the
Recreational Sports Ski Trip now.
Initial deposit due by October 26.
Sign up in the SRC Main Office.
Call 2-2711 for info

AOII

Lii' Allison, Tonight the "big" night!
Who Am I? find out tonight at the
house! Love, Big ?

Aon Aon Aon

135 S BYRNE RD

oe>poooooocoo<x>c<xxxx>^^

The BG News
is looking for some fresh faces
With 10 more weeks left in the
semester, there is still time to
write for The BG New*
Interested reporters
can come lo an
Open House
Sunday. Oct. 7 at 6pm in
210 West Hall
Come in and find out how
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AT THE NEWS
Questions
Call 2-2604
THE BG NEWS

TOLEDO 531-0079

Siet's Power Source
Fitness for men and women
842-1347 • 5201 Monroe St. (behind Pier One Imports)

• Tanning Products
• Workout Apparel & Accessories
• Supplements
-EAS, Met-Rx, Muscle Tech!
• Juice Bar
-Meal replacements, energy, protein,
and carb drinks!
• Stimulus Products
-Caffeine, ephedra, Red Bull, and
many other energy drinks!

Travel

Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS.
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica. Mexico, Bahamas or
Florida. Promote tnps on-campus to
earn cash and tree trips. Information/Reservations
1 -800-648-4849

WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH & SKI TRIPS
DONT DELAYI
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE

25% OFF
on-line
purchases when
you mention
».
this ad!

xxxxxxxxxxxx*
Looking to Sell
That Fancy
Sports Car You
Have Stashed
Away in the
Garage?

Advertise In the BG News Classifieds... Call 372-6977

LIVE ON OUR CENTERSTAOE OCT. 4-5-8

The time has come for you to know.
So tonight my face I'll show and
through the years our love will grow.
Love, Your Big

Alpha Phi Alpha Phi Alpha Phi
University Ambassadors

AOII

NEWS

AOII AOII AOII

Aon Aon Aon AOII AOII
Little Colleen,

A* A* A* A* A4> A* A* A* A*
The sisters of A* would like to congratulate Casey Stevens on her
nomination on the homecoming
court. We are so proud of you!!
A* AO A* A* A* A<t> A* A* A*

Aon Aon

Aon Aon Aon Aon

AOII

Lil'Jfin
Our friendship will grow when you
find out tonight who I am!
Love. Big ?

Personals

Aon Aon Aon Aon Aon
Campus Events

Aon

FOR QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
ALTERATIONS AND SEWING
CALL 352-2829.

Use The F3G News Classifieds
J? for all your needs!

ORDER ON-LINE!

www. spsvitamins. com
order today,
recieve it tomorrow!
over the net 24-7

Major in savings.

Advertise
In the
IK, News
Classifieds.
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Buy more. Save more.
r<t>B

r*B

Gamma Phi
Beta
would like to
congratulate
Jessica
Wagner
2001
Homecoming
Court
SI<1>J
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Sal Midnight
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Downtown BG #353-1361
www cla-zel com
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Buy any Mac and receive a free Lexmark color printer*
(ux and other charges not included).
Now's the lime 10 buy your Mac. They're fast, easy to use, and
loaded with features. Express yourself by creating your own
iMovies. Use iTunes to rip MP3s from your favorite CDs, or
bum'custom CDs Enhance your work with productivity
and graphics software. And share files with anyone.
The benefits add up—jus' like 'be savings.

Save even more when you also buy these great products:
Canon ZR20 or ZR2i MC Camcorder, HP 315 Digital Camera, Handspring Visor
Edge Handheld, and Rio 600/32MB MP3 Player. For each product you buy, you'll
receive a 1100 instant rebate.
Take advantage of special student pricing. You can even get an Apple
Instant Loan for Education. Buy and save online at the Apple Store for Education:
www.apple.com/education/store, call 800-780-5009, or visit ITS Computer Sales at
100 Hayes Hall
Otter good between July 18, 2001, and October 14. 2001.
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Authorized Reseller

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

KEY Yearbooks lor the 2000-2001
school year are in! Pick up yours in
28 West Hall

F. rmte wanted. House in great
neighborhood. Nice, quiet 3 bdrm.,
own bdrm. w/ full bath. Washer/dryer access. Contact Robert 352-7406

BG office. Great PT or FT. Flexible
schedule. Earn $250-$750 weekly.
Hourly or commission. Telemarketing/phone sales. 353-9634.

Wanted

Female roommate wanted for Spring
semester. Nice quiet apt., own
room Contact Lucy at 354-9740.

Fund Promotional JOBS $10 hr. to
give away cool new products.
Promogirl.com.

Roommate needed to share rent &
util. for a 2 bdrm apt. at 611
Manville. Close to campus
callJake a 352-4115.

Health and Fitness
We are seeking an enthusiastic
outgoing individual who has good
communication skills and a take
charge attitude. Full and part time
positions. Front desk, trainers,
aerobics. Apply in person at:
The St. James Club
7337 W. Bancroft
Toledo, Ohio

Daily Crossword Fix

PISnN€LLO'S

brought to you by

I Female sub-leaser needed lo
share 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt Close
lo campus! Available now Call Jamie O (419)308-0282.
Handy man looking lor sm. lo med.
jobs. Full-time students looking for
any type of plumbing, electrical, or
carpentry work. Very knowledgeable
in all areas. Call Rob 9 353-1256 or
cell phone 419-677-6282

<xxxxxxxxxxxx

Help Wanted
Babysitter needed tor 2 kids on
Mon., Wed., Thurs, and Sat. from
5:00pm to 3:30am. Call Tonya at
354-7036 and leave you name and
number if interested.

ooocxxxxxxxxx
Freddie & Frieda

4pm- 7pm
$2.00 Appetizer Buffet

104 S. Main

•

353-0988

5K Fun Run/Walk
Saturday, October 6
9:00am (registration begins
at 7:30)
Student Recreation Center
Sign up at the Student Rec Center
or Mileti Alumni Center
Co-sponsored by Rec Sports, Alumni
Association. Student Alumni
Association and Pepsi

SUNDAYS

1 Suitable
2 Equal

3 MM

Lawn Maintenance-Part & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns
352-5822

REPORTERS WANTED

The BG News

Across

is looking for some fresh faces
With 10 more weeks left in the
semester, there is still time to
wnte for The BG Newt
Interested reporters
can come to an
Open House
Sunday, Oct. 7 at 6pm in
210 West Hall
Come in and find out how
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
AT THE NEWS
Questions
Call 2-2604
THE BG NEWS
TEACHER ASSISTANT
WSOS Community Action
Commission, a community based
organization focused on the human
service needs of the disadvantaged.
is seeking qualified individuals to
assist in infant and/or preschool
daycare for A.M. and/or P.M.
classes at the Jordan Family
Development Center on the BGSU
campus. HS diploma or GED and
commitment to obtain CDA with
prior experience working with lowincome families. Year round, avg.
27.5 hrs/wk position. $7.40 hr plus
fringe benefits. Send resume to
WSOS CAC. Attn: HR-TA/BG/BF,
PO Box 590, Fremont, Ohio 43420.
EOE

1 Appointment (abbr.)
46 Waste time
4 Start
48 Circle
9 Small floor covering
50 Wicked conduct
12 Friend
51 Shellac Ingredient
13 Rub out
53 Tooth
55 With flowers
14 Israel judge
58 Shelf over fireplace
15 One who locates
61 Sound of dove
17 Intellectual
62 Practical substitute
19 Well known
64 Indian tribe
21 Beetle
22 Suffix for young
65 Pull behind
24 Spot
66 Scope*
67 Dine
26 Appointed moment
29 Part o( flower
31 Weapon
33 Dog
341 am (cont)
35 Boy
37 Make an offer
39 Thus
40 New Testament book (abbr)
42 Snake
44 Furious

4 Red vegetable
5 Make a mistake
6 Southern state (abbr)
7 Distinctive doctrine (suf.)
8 Want
9 Standard of measurement
10 Southern state (abbr)
11 Until (poetic)
16 Reefs
18 Never
20 Child's pet
54 Putt
22 Talk at length
55 Process of doing something
23 Pace
56 Scare
25 Place to bathe
57 River in S Austria
27 Melody; tune
59 7th Greek letter
28 Wash away
60 Lease
30 Place (or experiments 63 N E „,,,. (abb,,
32 Nothing
36 Not alive upon arrival at hotptial (abbr)
38 Couch
41 Consecrate
43 Upper limb on body
45 Moral excellence
47 UN organization (abbr)
49 Punctuation mark
52 Formal close (in compotitiont)

Answers
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 9 STRAIGHT YEARS

$2.75 Dine-In Specials

Nl^Gl

v/

352-5166

Individual 7" 2-item
or breadsticks & Pop

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Frl. 'Sat. »Sun.

"Ask about our specials

For Sale
1992 Nissan Sentra. Excel). Cond! 5
spd„ new clutch, am/fm case., pwr.
mirrors, cruise, tilt $3895. 353-4143.
1993 Eagle Talon, red, turbo, all
wheel dnve. $4500. 352-0962.

Sunday Hg,,: Non,**

1995 Dodge Intrepid. Excellent
condition. Great student car. 94 K
miles. Must Sell. $4200. 872-9690.
1995 Ford Taurus. 65 K Mi. One
owner. Loaded with sunroof. Asking
$5500.353-3217.

nifii:iiH»

For Sale

For Sale

For Rent

1986 Dodge Omni. Asking $500
OBO. If interested, 353-9714.

Bed - Queen pillow top. new, in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800 Sacrifice S199 Can
deliver Call 419-392-7465

2 & 3 bdrm. furn apt. w/ AC
Available Now
352-7454

1990 VW Jetta, Auto, new starter,
new exhaust $1900. 353-7642.
Bed full size pillow-top mattress set.
New in plastic. Retail $599. Sell
$179. Call (419) 392-7465.
Compaq Presario with AMP 700
Mhz processor and printer. Like new
$500 OBO. 353-3448 ask for Shawn

2 bdrm female oriented apt.
No smoking
353-5074

Dell Inspirion 3500 laptop
Call for details
' 354-7595.
Gateway Laptop.
$700, call lor details
352-8706

233 W Merry 4 BR allows 4 unrelated people. $755/Month
Available Immediately.
201 Georgia 2 BR $575/Month
Available Immediately
734 Elm 3 BR S800/Month

163 SOUTH MAIS ST-Bowi,'.
SOWI I N G CUM
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Call 354-2854.
3 bdrm. unfurnished apt.
1082 Fairview
Call 352-5822.
3 Bedroom House, within walking
distance of campus, includes
security system. Available Jan. 1st.
$900/mo plus utilities 352-0429
4 bedroom house, laundry, fully
equipped kitchen, air cond., 2-car
garage, walking dist. to campus,
$1600/mo for 9 mos . $1200/mo for
12 mos 419-836-7674 or 360-6060
Apartments for Rent-Close to
campus 3 bdrm apts. 2 full baths, no
pets. $950 plus utilities 352-0717
Perrysburg house 233 West Second
St. 3-4 bdrm 2 car garage. 2 bath.
Historical home. Hard wood floors.
$1,300/month plus deposit. Option
to buyi Contact Sue O 283-4482.

Winemaking,
Romebrew Supplies.
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we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't one of them.

(XXXXXXXXXXXX

House Steward
Needed For Chi
Omega. Flexible
Hours. r
372-2191

Sheer cliffs, rope bridges, final exams. With obstacles like these in your way,
tuition's the last thing you should have to worry about. But if you qualify, you can
get a 2- or 3-year Army ROTC scholarship that'll help make life easier over the long
haul. Talk to your U.S. Army ROTC representative. And get a leg up on your future.

AKIVlT ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

BG News is

i _ Now Hiring
^Computer Production
Artists
for the 2001-2002 school year.
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BGSU Army ROTC
For information call 372-2476

•

'iI
'id the
ability to proofread carefully
MUM

Applications in 204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday, October 12 at Sp.m.
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